One cool thing you learnt at the workshop?
Ideas for the next workshop?

- trainings
- more hands-on
- More lightning talks
- More practical programming sessions.
- warm lunch
- Dedicated poster sessions
- 1 min (p.P.) to introduce posters
- more break out groups
- more capacity building
Ideas for the next workshop?

- Document breakout rooms on forum
- More time for poster sessions
- More workshops to learn stuff (basic or advanced)
- Newbies guide - how to get started and contribute to openmod. How to use the forum effectively. How to organise an event. What are the expectations of the community.
- Policy relevance
- Less slides more working together on programming problems.
- More focus on global south (non EU in general)
- More break-out groups
- Follow-up presentations
Ideas for the next workshop?

- Archiving model runs
- Add discussion or Q&A session after lightning talks.
- Critical thinking on energy modelling and the question the need for scenarios
- Code sessions
- More hands on sessions, setting up tasks and groups to solve some of the standing issues of the openmod community
- Discussing more work on demand side and sufficiency modeling
- Trondheim
- Data sharr work shop
- Science communication how to
Ideas for the next workshop?

- Outdoor sessions
- Longer Do-a-thons sessions with more involvements
- Detailed examples linked to each tool developed
- Same amount of breakout groups / lightning talks + on-site tours (research or tourism)
- Demand input for energy system models
- Engagement with and participation of open energy modellers outside of Europe, particularly global south
- For interactive sessions: make expectation from participants more clear
- Policy maker involvement
- Meat
Ideas for the next workshop?

- Speed dating on the first day
- More posters
- Model / code corner with running models
- Basic, concise introductions to topics like the ontology workshop
- Tutorials for beginners: workflow management, interactive visualization
- Systematization of knowledge by themes
- Things for new community members: Intro to best practices for open-source modeling and contributions "State-of-the-models": what open-source models currently exist
- 1 day for hackathon after the conference
- No meat
Ideas for the next workshop?

- Comparison between model features: Example - how regions are aggregated in different models - different model math syntax (e.g. Calliope vs Pyomo vs OSeMOSYS)
- Longer Breakouts
- Intro page where everyone writes a short summary of what they work on
- Gender parity (connects to Speed dating)
- Q&A lightning talk
- Definitely no meat
- Step-by-step: how to publish code/data openly
- Veggie menu was great!
Ideas for the next workshop?

- speed dating!
- Accessible by train
- We can have mostly vegetarian options but at least occasionally some meat options as well, i.e., let's be inclusive and cater to all backgrounds/preferences
- Global South perspectives